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Golden Triangle Cooperative 

Social Studies Curriculum 

Grade 2 Objectives  

 

GTCC.2.SS.1 The student will discuss and conclude that rules and laws help people live and work 

together.  (S1B4#3) (S2B4#3,4,5) (S4B4#4) Civics  [EU] 

GTCC.2.SS.2 The student shall comply and justify classroom rules using the democratic process 

which includes identifying problems, suggesting solutions and working together. 

(S1B4#1,3) (S2B4#2-6) (S4B4#4) (S6B4#6) Civics    

GTCC.2.SS.3 The student will identify the name of his/her city/town/county, state, country, oceans 

and continents. (S3B4#2) Geography  [EU 1] 

GTCC.2.SS.4 The student will locate the United States, the state of Montana and both the state and 

national capitals on a map and globe.  (S3B4#5) Geography  

GTCC.2.SS.5 The student will identify landmarks and other historical and geographical features in 

the neighborhood and state.  (S3B4#2) Geography, US History  [EU 1] 

GTCC.2.SS.6 The student shall compare and contrast communities: unique cultures and special 

customs. (S1B4#3) (S2B4#5) (S3B4#3,7) (S5B4#2) (S6B4#1,2,3,4,6) Sociology [EU 

1,2] 

GTCC.2.SS.7 The student shall use and sketch simple maps, including directions, map symbols and 

legends. They shall identify and compare globes, maps, and scales.  (S3B4#1) 

Geography  

GTCC.2.SS.8 The student shall make a time line representing an important event. (S4B4#1,2,3,6) 

(S6B4#5) Geography  [EU 1] 

GTCC.2.SS.9 The student will describe how people are dependent on each other for goods and 

services, and the roles of people that provide these goods and services.  (S1B4#1,3) 

(S2B4#5) (S3B4#7) (S5B4#1,2,3,4,5) (S6B4#3) Economics [EU 3] 

GTCC.2.SS.10 The student will identify  natural resources of their community and be able to  

describe their uses in Montana. (S1B4#1) (S3B4#3,6) Geography  [EU 1] 

GTCC.2.SS.11 The student will identify the different ways people communicate.  (S2B4#7) 

(S4B4#5) (S5B4#6) Geography  [EU 1,2,3,6] 
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GTCC.2.SS.12 The student will identify different means of transportation (air, water, trains, cars, 

etc.) and how they serve the community and state of Montana.  (S2B4#7) (S4B4#5) 

(S5B4#3) Geography    

GTCC.2.SS.13 The student will use and report information about current events. (S1B4#2,3) Current 

Events   

GTCC.2.SS.14 The student will identify local, state and national symbols, patriotic songs and the 

Pledge of Allegiance.  (S2B4#1) (S4B4#3,4) Civics  [EU 1] 

 


